
A NEW GENERATION 
IN HATCH COVERS 

OUTLAND 
HATCH COVERS 

Great Benefits & Great Looks 
 

The unique fastener design allows easy on 
and off of your hatch covers and offers these 
other great benefits: 

 
Will slow the effects of hazing and crazing  of the 
hatch lens; 
 
Reduces interior heat in cabins; 
 
Keeps penetrating sun from fading the interior  
fabrics and wood surfaces; 
 
Helps your air conditioning run more efficiently; 
 
Keeps the early morning sun from awakening you  
when you want to enjoy sleeping in; 
 
Covers will not transfer heat; 
 
Will float if dropped overboard; 
 
Has a low profile fastener twist lock design; 
 
Easily stores unnoticed behind or under cushions; 
 
No strings or cords to obstruct the opening and 
closing of hatches. 

Our Story 
After owning several boats throughout the 
years, each one larger of course, the need for 
comfort became apparent.  We eventually 
wanted air conditioning to make boating more 
enjoyable.  We purchased a small new ac system 
for our current boat, but installation space was 
limited thus restricting the size of the unit.  
Ecstatic and disillusioned was the mood of the 
day when we realized the difficulty in cooling a 
boat in this climate.  We soon discovered a need 
to cover our tinted hatches.  We knew that the 
sun was eating away at the surface of the 
acrylic, but had no idea how much heat was 
coming in until we air conditioned it.  We didn’t 
want to use canvas because of the strings and 
hassles of the on and off.  We looked for an 
alternative and found none.  We put our heads 
together and after several designs came up with 
this simple and affordable cover system.  It 
worked so well.  We realized it had many more 
benefits so we decided to share our system.   

Thank you for your interest in 

Outland Hatch Covers.   

Please contact us at: 

Steve Outland  

 James Outland 

 

910.545.7174 

910.467.2882 

 

                outlandhatchcovers@gmail.com 

                WWW.outlandhatchcovers.com 

                OutlandHatchCovers 


